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“President Trump warned
Thursday that America ‘will
not stand’ for Iran shooting
down a U.S. drone over the
Strait of Hormuz,” a Fox News
report summarizes, “while at
the same time leaving open
the possibility that the attack
was unintentional.”
This incident immediately follows the previous
week’s apparent provocation, attacks on
Japanese oil tankers in the same vicinity —
also said by our government to have been
caused by the Iranian military. Nearly everyone
now regards these events as portending
war,* which some see as a long time coming,
since American relations with Iran have been
antagonistic since the late 1970s, when Shia

The truth of what is
happening now may not be
known for years . . . by us . . .
or even by President Trump.
clerics raised a popular revolt to oust the
American-installed thug, er, Shah.
While Mr. Trump was incredulous that the
strike on the drone (opposite of a drone strike)
could have been intentional, the rest of us
can dare doubt even more: Can we really trust
the “intelligence” that blames Iran’s military
or paramilitary Revolutionary Guard for these

puzzlingly dangerous provocations?
Not based on past performance.
The “intelligence” used to justify America’s
several wars with Iran’s neighbor, Iraq,
seems more disinformation than mere
misinformation. And we now know that the
Gulf of Tonkin incident enabling U.S. escalation
into Vietnam was a lie.
We should even “remember the Maine!” —
the questionable rationale for the SpanishAmerican War.
Lying to start wars is obviously not unheardof in our history. Indeed, some insiders have
itched for war so badly that they have plotted
false flag ops against the American people.
The truth of what is happening now may not
be known for years . . . by us . . . or even by
President Trump.
This is Common Sense. I’m Paul Jacob.

* According to the New York Times, late yesterday President Trump
authorized and then de-authorized a strike against Iran.
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